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Abstract8

The critical community size (CCS) is the minimum closed population size in which a9

pathogen can persist indefinitely. Below this threshold, stochastic extinction eventu-10

ally causes pathogen extinction. Here we use a simulation model to explore behaviour-11

mediated persistence: a novel mechanism by which the population response to the pathogen12

determines the CCS. We model severe coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) transmission and13

non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) in a population where both individuals and gov-14

ernment authorities restrict transmission more strongly when SARS-CoV-2 case numbers15

are higher. This results in a coupled human-environment feedback between disease dy-16

namics and population behaviour. In a parameter regime corresponding to a moderate17

population response, this feedback allows SARS-CoV-2 to avoid extinction in the trough18

of pandemic waves. The result is a very low CCS that allows long term pathogen persis-19

tence. Hence, an incomplete pandemic response represents a “sour spot” that not only20

ensures relatively high case incidence and unnecessarily long lockdown, but also promotes21

long-term persistence of the pathogen by reducing the CCS. Given the worldwide preva-22

lence of small, isolated populations in which a pathogen with low CCS can persist, these23

results emphasize the need for a global approach to coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)24

vaccination.25

Keywords: COVID-19, critical community size, human-environment systems, dis-26

ease dynamics, epidemic modelling27

1 Introduction28

In classical mathematical models of acute infections that generate immunity, the introduction of29

a novel pathogen with a basic reproduction number R0 > 1 in a susceptible population typically30
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causes a sharp initial spike whereby a very large proportion of the population is infected due to31

the lack of pre-existing immunity [1]. This is followed by a deep and prolonged trough during32

which there is a high risk of pathogen extinction due to stochastic effects when the number of33

infected persons becomes small [2, 3].34

However, many mechanisms can save a pathogen from stochastic extinction, and this is35

one reason why many novel emerging pathogens have become endemic in human populations.36

For instance, spatial heterogeneity can ensure that the epidemic persists globally as long as37

the epidemics are not synchronized between the patches, such that the pathogen activity is38

quiescent in some patches while being active in others [4,5]. Similarly, host refuges–such as an39

animal reservoir where the pathogen can persist even during periods of extinction in human40

populations–can promote persistence [6, 7], as can pathogen evolution [7].41

In the deterministic approximation, pathogens that survive this initial extinction risk enter42

a regime where epidemic dynamics are less extreme. The pathogen may still become extinct in43

sufficiently small populations over a longer time period due to stochastic fade-out. In a suffi-44

ciently large population, however, chains of transmission can be sustained almost indefinitely,45

leading to long-term persistence of the pathogen [8]. The critical community size (CCS) is the46

minimum closed population size in which a pathogen persists indefinitely. Below this threshold,47

stochastic fade-out may occur [9–12]. An infection with a low CCS is more difficult to eradicate48

globally, since it can persist in small pockets of population. Hence, estimation of CCS is useful49

for determining the feasibility of pathogen control, elimination, and eradication strategies.50

Mathematical models are often leveraged to explore CCS, since the likelihood of popula-51

tions of varying sizes experiencing stochastic fade-out can be determined by running simula-52

tions [11, 13, 14]. Here we suggest a new mechanism by which a novel pathogen can avoid53

stochastic fade-out. Human populations respond to the presence of a novel emerging pathogen54

by adopting mitigation efforts. However, populations are complex adaptive systems [15] and55

thus may not respond vigorously enough to eliminate the infection right away [16]. And yet,56

for a sufficiently virulent pathogen, the population response may be strong enough to dampen57

transmission [17]. Since immunizing vaccines and other pharmaceutical interventions are rarely58

available when a novel pathogen emerges, populations rely upon scalable non-pharmaceutical59

interventions (NPIs) like physical distancing, mask use and hand washing. Hence, by preventing60

herd immunity in the population through infection, pathogen persistence is facilitated by stim-61

ulation of a behavioral response that ensures a sustainable reservoir of susceptible individuals.62

At the same time, if the population response relaxes when cases of infection fall to low levels,63
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infection rates can rebound and stochastic fade-out can be prevented. We hypothesize that64

this mechanism of ‘behaviour-mediated persistence’ can support persistence of the pathogen by65

significantly reducing the critical community size.66

This mechanism may be relevant to severe coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) transmission, where67

scalable NPIs have been highly successful in preventing cases and deaths [17, 18]. Here we68

develop a stochastic model of SARS-CoV-2 transmission in a population. We use it to illustrate69

how behaviour-mediated persistence can strongly reduce the CCS for SARS-CoV-2. The model70

includes both individual and institutional behavioural feedback on disease dynamics through71

individual adherence to NPIs and school/workplace closure. Such coupled human-environment72

models have been widely explored in the literature [19–21], including for COVID-19 [22–27].73

Our objective is to illustrate the robust effect of behaviour-mediated persistence in the context74

of an epidemic caused by a novel emerging pathogen that causes acute immunizing infections75

in humans. We show that behavioural feedbacks of similar intensity to those observed during76

the COVID-19 pandemic can result in very small critical community sizes, thus promoting77

long-term persistence of the virus in human populations.78

2 Model79

Our stochastic compartmental model of SARS-CoV-2 transmission incorporates testing, super-80

spreaders, individual adherence to NPIs, and closing schools and workplaces. Disease progres-81

sions follows an SEPAIR pathway: susceptible to infection (S), exposed i.e. infected but82

not yet infectious (E), pre-symptomatic and infectious (P ), asymptomatic i.e. infectious with-83

out developing symptoms (A), infectious i.e. symptomatic and infectious (I), or removed i.e.84

no longer infectious (R). Testing of symptomatic individuals occurs, and has an associated85

daily probability of the result becoming known. These individuals have either a known (K) or86

unknown (U) infection status.87

An individual’s state, {Di, Ti}, is based on their epidemiological, Di ∈ {S,E, P,A, I, R},88

and testing, Ti ∈ {U,K}, status. Individuals with epidemiological status Di and either testing89

status are included within {Di, ·}, likewise for {·, Ti}. On day t, the number of individuals90

with state {Di, Ti} is PDT
t , and Pt is the total population size. Every day begins with births91

(addition of susceptible individuals) and non-COVID-19 deaths (removal of individuals from92

all states). Following this, individual’s states are updated to mark their progression through93

infection states and to indicate their testing status (See Supplementary methods for details).94
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Infection probabilities are impacted by: (1) an individual’s contacts in schools, workplaces,95

homes, and other locations; (2) the extent to which closures and individual adherence to NPIs96

reduce transmission; (3) the effect of population size on transmission rates; and (4) super-97

spreading (as detailed in Supplementary methods). We set the fraction of an individuals con-98

tacts occurring in schools and workplaces to be w = 0.45; these contacts are reduced through99

closure of these locations [28]. The remaining fraction of contacts (1− w) occur in homes and100

other locations where individual adherence to NPIs reduces contacts. Reduction of contacts101

through individual NPI adherence occurs in proportion to the prevalence of confirmed positive102

cases within the population (P IK
t /Pt). The fraction of contacts, F (t), remaining on day t after103

accounting for the impacts of closures and individual NPI adherence is104

F (t) = w (1− εC(t)) + (1− w)
(

1− ε
(

1− e−ωP IK
t /Pt

))
, (1)

where ε is the efficacy of NPIs (closures, individual-level measures such as mask-wearing, etc.)105

in reducing contacts. Returning a positive COVID-19 test will cause an individual to reduce106

their contacts by a fraction η, the effect of which is incorporated using fT=U = 1, fT=K = 1−η,107

where η = 0.8 [29,30]. A susceptible individual’s daily probability of becoming infected is108

λ(t) = 1−
∏
D,T

[
1− F (t)fTβD(ξ + (1− ξ)/Pt)

]PDT
t . (2)

Here ξ controls how transmission probability is influenced by population size: ξ = 1 returns109

mass-action incidence and ξ = 0 returns standard incidence [31,32].110

The initial 90-day closure (of schools and workplaces) begins when t = tclose; the first day111

that the cumulative number of confirmed cases divided by Pt exceeds γ (the threshold prevalence112

triggering a closure). All subsequent closures are enacted based on the current prevalence of113

confirmed cases, with the condition P IK
t /Pt > γ. These closures last for δC = 30 days, with tC114

indicating the day the last closure was enacted. Decisions are re-evaluated after the expiration115

of a closure period. We define the closure function, C(t), for this strategy as116

C(t) =


1 if tclose ≤ t < tclose + 90,

1 if t ≥ tclose + 90 and (P IK
t /Pt > γ or tC ≤ t < tC + δC),

0 otherwise.

(3)
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Table S1 contains all parameter definitions, baseline values, and sources. Simulations, analy-117

sis, and visualization are performed using R (Version 4.0.3) in Rstudio (Version 1.2.5019) [33,34].118

All code is available in a GitHub repository [35]. See Supplementary methods for details of how119

simulations are implemented, and calculations used to determine the CCS and the proportion120

of the population infected.121

3 Results122

Baseline scenario123

Our baseline scenario is a situation of moderate NPI control: NPIs maintain SARS-CoV-2 case124

incidence at a relatively low level, and in some stochastic realizations they are even able to125

eliminate it, in a closed population of 50,000 individuals over a 1-year period. This is achieved126

through an initial closure of schools and workplaces (‘lockdown’), accompanied by additional127

episodes of closure that are triggered when infection prevalence thresholds are exceeded (Fig. 1).128

For comparison, a scenario of strong NPI control appears in the Supplementary Appendix (Fig.129

S1), along with three additional scenarios showing the effect of having no response, or a weak130

response either on the part of the public health authorities, or the population (Fig. S2-S4).131

Starting from this baseline, we explore how changes in parameter values for human behaviour,132

testing, and transmission can inhibit or facilitate the pathogen persistence, or shift outcomes133

to improve or decrease the effectiveness of NPIs.134

Moderate control efforts reduce the critical community size135

A scenario where neither the population nor the government does anything causes high infection136

rates, followed by burn out of the pathogen after most of the population becomes infected and137

immune (or deceased) (Supplementary Fig. S2). On the other hand, a strong NPI response can138

result in small numbers of infections, and thus the pathogen is eliminated through stochastic139

fade out (Supplementary Fig. S1). However, a moderate NPI response avoids of these extremes140

through a ‘slow burn’ where moderate rates of infection are sustained over long periods of time,141

thereby enabling persistence (Fig. 1). Across a range of parameter values, we observe that142

the CCS for intermediate efficacy of school and workplace closure (ε) and intermediate risk143

perception among members of the population (ω, a driver of individual NPI adherence), is144

actually smaller than when ω and ε are very high or very low (Fig. 2, Fig. 3).145
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Compared to small ε, moderate values of ε will result in a smaller proportion of individuals146

becoming infected, but also reduce the critical community size by several hundred thousand147

individuals (Fig. 2). Moderate ε causes small populations to experience persistent outbreaks148

over a longer period of time than they would if there was either a weak or a strong response.149

We emphasize that the larger CCS obtained for a low ε comes at the cost of a higher number of150

infections (Fig. 2b,d). Only a high value of ε can achieve both a large CCS and small number151

of cases. The proportion of fade-outs shows a similar overall pattern, with both low and high152

values of ε associated with a high rate of stochastic fade-out, on account of burnout and effective153

control, respectively (Fig. 2a,c).154

The parameter ω (which governs the effort that individuals devote to NPI adherence in155

response to their perceived individual risk of contracting SARS-CoV-2) has a very large impact156

on the critical community size (Fig. 3). The role of moderate risk perception in reducing157

the CCS is apparent over a 5-year time period but not a 1-year period. Over a 1-year time158

period, the CCS is relatively low for both low and moderate ω (90,000 to 150,000). Also, the159

proportion infected is very high at the lowest value of ω. However, when ω is very high and160

thus individuals engage in strict adherence to NPIs even when confirmed case prevalence is low,161

the CCS is 1,200,000.162

For a 5-year horizon, both very high and very low risk perception values increase the CCS163

by at least 1,000,000 individuals as compared to a case of moderate risk perception. However,164

when risk perception is low this comes at the cost of more than half of the population becoming165

infected. As with other parameters related to human behaviour, there are clear diminishing166

returns on increases in risk perception for a 1-year horizon. Outcomes over a 5-year horizon167

depend on the initial population size P0, as expected.168

Impact of transmission assumptions169

The parameter ξ controls whether the risk of a person becoming infected depends upon the170

total number of infected individuals (mass action incidence, ξ = 1) or whether it depends on171

the population density of infected individuals (standard incidence, ξ = 0). This parameter172

impacts both the critical community size and the cumulative number of infections. When173

ξ = 0, the cumulative number of infections relatively low, as is the CCS (Fig. 4). When ξ is174

small (ξ = 1 × 10−5) a clearly defined CCS does not even exist, because fade-outs occur not175

only when population sizes are small, but also when they are sufficiently large, due to burnout.176
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When the level of mass action incidence is moderately high or high (ξ ≥ 1 × 10−3), the virus177

infects the majority of the population and the mixture of mass-action and standard incidence178

results in a large CCS, whereas at ξ = 1 × 10−1 transmission occurs so rapidly that the virus179

persists in all but the smallest population sizes, leading to a small CCS.180

As expected, an increased transmission probability reduces the CCS in our baseline scenario181

of moderate population NPI response, across a broad range of population sizes (Fig. S5). If the182

population size is above approximately 400,000 individuals, then stochastic fade-out does not183

occur over a 5-year period, even for the lowest transmission probability. For an intermediate184

population size range from 30,000 to 400,000, however, the chance of stochastic fade-out depends185

strongly on the transmission probability. We note that in the absence of a population NPI186

response, certain values of the transmission rate could be high enough to rapidly confer herd187

immunity to the population, and thus cause pathogen burn out.188

Over a 1-year horizon, birth and death rates (Fig. S6, S7) do not substantially impact189

CCS values or the proportion of the population that becomes infected. However, over a 5-year190

horizon the number of infections decreases slightly when the birth or death rate is very high.191

In the presence of baseline (moderate) interventions, accounting for births and deaths results192

in the pathogen persisting within the population longer than it would in a population of fixed193

size (Fig. S8).194

Impact of testing and lockdown thresholds195

Interventions such as school/workplace closure and testing impact both CCS and the cumulative196

number of infections. Increasing the testing rate from τI = 0.1 to τI = 0.7 increases the CCS by197

making it easier to eliminate the virus (Fig. S9). However, increasing the testing rate exhibits198

diminishing returns in other respects: an increase in τI generates large reductions in the number199

of infections when τI is small but not when τI is already large, after both one and five years.200

The infection prevalence γ that triggers lockdown has relatively less impact on the CCS201

(Fig. S10), except when the trigger prevalence is very high (γ = 1.5 × 10−2), in which case202

the CCS is much larger than at lower γ-values, on account of burnout that occurs with a203

lenient shutdown threshold. As expected, higher values for trigger prevalence result in a larger204

cumulative number of infections. At a 1-year horizon, the duration of closures has little impact205

on the CCS and the proportion of the population infected (Fig. S11), though longer closures206

increase the probability of a fade-out occurring for P0 < 150, 000. At a 5-year horizon, longer207
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closures reduce the number of infections, and employing closures of at least 60 days increases208

the CCS.209

4 Discussion210

Non-pharmaceutical interventions (e.g. closures, physical distancing, and mask use) are crucial211

to pandemic response, especially in the early stages before vaccines or treatments have been212

developed [36]. However, NPIs require broad population adherence in order to be successful.213

Our results illustrate a mechanism of “behaviour-mediated persistence” whereby imperfect214

population NPI adherence means a novel emerging pathogen can persist in smaller populations215

than would otherwise be the case, if the population uptake of NPIs were stronger or if the216

population did not respond at all. Behaviour mediated persistence makes elimination of the217

pathogen more difficult.218

Taken together, these results suggest a modelled CCS for COVID-19 ranging from approxi-219

mately 70,000 to 2,000,000 depending on parameter settings for the proportion of mass action220

incidence (Fig. 4), efficacy of NPIs (Fig. 2), and risk perception (Fig. 3). A high CCS (which221

makes it easier to eliminate the infection) is achieved for high testing rates, high perceived222

risk of infection; high NPI efficacy or low transmission rate, as expected. These situations also223

achieve a low cumulative number of infections and correspond to stringent infection control. A224

high CCS also occurs when risk perception or NPI efficacy are sufficiently low (Fig. 2, Fig. 3),225

but this occurs through rapid burnout and comes at the cost of a high proportion of infected226

individuals. Moderate levels of risk perception or NPI efficacy result in low CCS by enabling227

a regime of constant, moderate, sustained infection in the population that lies between the228

extremes of burnout and elimination (Fig. 2, Fig. 3).229

Because smaller populations are more numerous (and often less connected through travel)230

than large urban centres, the low CCS due to behaviour-mediated persistence means that infec-231

tions could persist in smaller and more remote populations around the world for a long period232

of time. In many lower-income countries, these are the same populations that also have limited233

access to pharmaceutical interventions, which underscores the need for using transmission-234

interrupting vaccines to achieve elimination or eradication, unless COVID-19 evolves to a state235

of low virulence [37].236

We found that imperfect population NPI uptake can result in a slow burn where the virus237

neither depletes the susceptible population rapidly, nor is eliminated by a quick and robust238
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response. This finding dovetails with the findings of other models including feedback of infection239

dynamics on behaviour, whereby individuals respond more strongly when infections are more240

prevalent [19, 38, 39]. However, we emphasize that these findings do not recommend a “herd241

immunity” strategy of doing nothing, because the number of cases is enormous in the model242

scenarios where there is no population response. Rather, the optimal scenario is a strict response243

that both results in a high CCS and few infections, as occurs in our model under conditions of244

a high testing rate, high perceived risk, and/or high efficacy of NPIs. Our results emphasize245

the need to act quickly and decisively, both for government-mandated measures (e.g. the246

prevalence that triggers a closure) and individual efforts (e.g. adherence to NPIs as driven by247

risk perception). A sufficiently quick and strong response can limit the scope for pandemic248

fatigue by allowing an earlier re-opening, and may limit economic damage of the pandemic249

[40]. This corresponds well with empirical analyses concluding that combined interventions are250

necessary to “flatten the curve” [41].251

This mechanism is also relevant to virulence evolution. Theories of virulence evolution often252

focus on the complex ways in which the response of host biology determines the evolutionary253

fitness of strains with differing levels of virulence [42–44]. In our model, the impact of virulence254

on decision-making is expressed implicitly through the parameter ω, which determines how255

strongly the population responds to a given prevalence of infection [45]. More virulent strains256

can be expected to be associated with a higher value of ω, which in turn changes transmission257

rates, infection incidence, and the CCS–all features that can impact evolutionary fitness. For258

instance, low or intermediate virulence might be selected for if it puts the pathogen in the259

ω regime of lower CCS, which promotes long-term persistence. We suggest that the social260

response of the host is as important as the biological response, when NPIs are being applied261

to pandemic mitigation. In a related vein, we note that a moderate NPI response permits262

higher case counts than a strong NPI response, and thus provides more opportunities for a263

more virulent or more transmissible strain to emerge.264

We studied a single population, but in real populations, the infection could be re-seeded by265

case imports from other populations. This has implications for long-term pathogen persistence266

[12]. We also assumed that immunity is lifelong, although immunity may wane over time [37].267

And, the virus may be capable of immune escape [46]. These simplifying assumptions could268

impact model dynamics, and should be explored in future research.269

These findings illustrate the social-epidemiological aspect of pandemics. Human behaviour270

can be a crucial factor in determining the critical community size for any pathogen that stim-271
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ulates a prevalence-dependent population response, as occurs during a pandemic for instance.272
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Figure 1. Baseline scenario: moderate NPI response by government and
population. Figure panels show (a) number of infected individuals within the population
(black indicates zero infected) (b) whether closures are in place and daily number of (c) new
confirmed cases. In (a) and (b) each row corresponds to a single realization, while in (c) blue
lines indicate each realization, with the black line indicating the mean outcome across all
realizations. Model parameter settings are shown in Table S1.
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Figure 2. Critical community size is smallest for intermediate NPI efficacy. Very
high or very low NPI efficacy (ε) generates a large CCS. Very low ε generates the largest
number of infections. Figure panels show (a) the proportion of fade-outs and (b) the mean
proportion of the population infected (dashed lines) after 1 year. Results after 5 years are
shown in (c) and (d). In (a) and (c) inset panels indicate critical community sizes, and in (b)
and (d) ribbons display minimal and maximal values across all realizations. Settings for all
parameters (except ε) are shown in Table S1.
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Figure 3. Critical community size is smallest for intermediate population risk
perception. Very high or very low risk perception (ω) results in a large CCS. Very low ω
generates the largest number of infections. Figure panels show (a) the proportion of fade-outs
and (b) the mean proportion of the population infected (dashed lines) after 1 year. Results
after 5 years are shown in (c) and (d). In (a) and (c) inset panels indicate critical community
sizes, and in (b) and (d) ribbons display minimal and maximal values across all realizations.
Settings for all parameters (except ω) are shown in Table S1.
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Figure 4. Both the CCS and number of infections are strongly influenced by
mass-action versus standard incidence. Figure panels show (a) the proportion of
fade-outs and (b) the mean proportion of the population infected (dashed lines) after 1 year.
Results after 5 years are shown in (c) and (d). In (a) and (c) inset panels indicate critical
community sizes, and in (b) and (d) ribbons display minimal and maximal values across all
realizations. Settings for all parameters (except ξ) are shown in Table S1.
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